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In Ramadan TV pranks, petrifying 
ordeals overshadow positive messages
Iman Zayat

Tunis

H 

idden-camera shows 
have become an appeal-
ing feature of television 
programming during 
Ramadan. In Tunisia 

and other Arab countries, however, 
nothing seems off-limits with the 
shows seemingly intent on terroris-
ing or humiliating their guests.

On the Tunisian private chan-
nel Hannibal TV a show titled the 
“Clinique” (“Private Hospital”) has 
sparked controversy since the re-
lease of its teaser. The idea of the 
show, as presented initially, was to 
get in touch with a celebrity, then 
tell him/her that one of his/her 
friends or relatives was in a criti-
cal condition because of a medical 
mistake. After that, the personal-
ity would be asked to donate blood 
but would instead be anaesthetised 
to wake up to another terrible rev-
elation: The face is left seriously 
disfigured following a gone-wrong 
surgery.

The show was attacked by the Na-
tional Council of the Medical Order 
in Tunisia for trivialising violence 
and humiliating all those involved 
in the health care sector.

Following an investigation, the 
Tunisian High Independent Author-
ity of the Audiovisual Commission 
(HAICA) revealed that all scenes 
were scripted in agreement with 

participants. The HAICA’s moni-
toring unit confirmed in a report 
that there was an attempt “to con-
fuse the viewers” into thinking the 
scenes were real.

Accordingly, the HAICA pushed 
the TV channel to broadcast the fol-
lowing content warning “All scenes 
were scripted in agreement with ac-
tors” five seconds before the begin-
ning of the show.

With candid cameras increasingly 
turning into a laboratory of social 
psychology, TV channels across 
the Arab world have resorted to a 
reckless reliance on deception and 
simulation as means to reveal how 
people really react to dramatic, em-
barrassing or sometimes chilling 
situations.

Generally, the reactions of prank 
victims suggest that they were ex-
posed to some sort of primal fear to 
the excitement of viewers who fre-
quently criticise pranksters’ prac-
tices but still watch.

Since 2011, Egyptian actor and TV 
host Ramez Galal has boosted his 
career with prank shows that have 
attracted high viewing rates. Galal 
has turned into a major source of 

inspiration for producers and actors 
in the Middle East and North Africa.

Much to the shock and amaze-
ment of Arab viewers, Galal’s shows 
involve not only his celebrity friends 
but also lions, terrorists, machine 
guns, bats, insects, a mummy ris-
ing from the dead, a shark-shaped 
submarine, fake body parts and 
plane crashes. He has, among his 
professional credits, eight hidden-
camera programmes that have been 
described as dangerous, risky and 
sometimes reckless by a large seg-
ment of the audience.

The latest show of Galal’s, 
“Ramez Underground,” is broadcast 
daily throughout Ramadan on MBC 
television. In it, celebrities are taken 
in a four-wheel-drive vehicle to the 
desert. The vehicle becomes stuck 
in quicksand and starts to sink be-
fore Ramez appears, disguised in a 
Komodo dragon costume, to scare 
the guests.

Many celebrities, notably Leba-
nese singer Wael Kfoury, Tunisian 
actor Dhafer L’Abidine, Egyptian 
actress Nadia El Gendy and Indian 
movie actor Shah Rukh Khan have 
appeared on the show.

For sharp-eyed viewers who be-
lieve that such shows are scripted, 
a satisfying revelation came when 
Khan’s business manager and assis-
tant Pooja Dadlani said Khan was in 
on the prank.

Were all the other episodes script-
ed? That is something that will like-
ly remain a secret because most of 
the involved celebrities would not 

confirm or reveal the details of their 
deal with Galal. Viewers are thus 
left to challenging guesswork.

In Algeria, a recent programme 
titled “Rana Hakamnek” (“We Got 
You”) earned fierce criticism for 
tricking novelist Rachid Boudjedra 
into believing he had been arrested 
for “atheism and espionage.”

During the episode, fake police of-
ficers forced the 75-year-old writer 
to repeat the shahada (Islamic proc-
lamation of faith).

Following protests, petitions and 
a mounting wave of criticism from 
civil society, the programme was 
suspended. Boudjedra filed a crimi-
nal complaint against Algerian pri-
vate channel Ennahar TV.

Though prank shows have risen 
in popularity, they are facing some 
indignation for taking things too far 
to attract viewers and advertising 
revenue.

However other shows, namely 
“The Mask” by Tunisian channel 
Attessia TV and “Al Sadma” (“The 
Shock”) by the MBC Group, have 
bucked the trend of scary pranks. In 
line with a traditional approach, the 
two programmes abandoned the 
idea of petrifying ordeals.

Staged in different Arab countries, 
“Al Sadma” was made to gauge the 
reaction of people to provocative 
scenarios and the message is clear: 
Do not forget your humanity. “The 
Mask” follows the same approach 
and exposes participants to uncom-
fortable situations to convey the fol-
lowing message: Be honest.

It is unknown whether shows 
like “The Mask” and “The Shock” 
mark the end of controversial  
televised pranks.

Iman Zayat is an Arab Weekly 
contributing editor in Tunis.
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Tunisia’s Rachidia showcases traditional music 

Tunis

D 

uring the long days of 
Ramadan, the medina of 
Tunis takes on a serene 
mood. Movement is lim-
ited, alleys and shops 

are quiet and cafés are closed. After 
sunset, however, the area comes to 
life, with crowds of Tunisians flock-
ing to the old city to enjoy Ramadan 
rituals.

Past the cafés scattered on the 
sides of the streets and into an old 
alley, music emanates from the cor-
ners of a house, guiding wanderers 
into the hall of the Rachidia, Tuni-
sia’s first musical institution.

The Association of the Rachidia 
Institute of Tunisian Music is one 
of the medina’s most popular des-
tinations during Ramadan, when 
it hosts daily concerts showcasing 
traditional Tunisian music. The con-
certs are popular with all age groups 
and provide Tunisians a chance to 
reconnect with their musical herit-
age.

Since its creation in 1934, Rachidia 
has played a crucial role in preserv-
ing and promoting Tunisian music.

“The Rachidia Institute was 
founded at a time when the musical 
scene was deteriorating,” said Hedi 
Mouhli, president of the Association 
of the Rachidia Institute of Tunisian 
Music. “Music back then was con-
trolled by the coloniser. Since music 
is a vital component of identity, the 
French coloniser attempted to erase 
and destroy it so as to erase Tunisian 
identity.”

Mouhli said the institute’s name 
derives from Mohammed Rachid 
Bey, a member of the Husainid dy-
nasty, who ruled Tunisia from 1756 
until his death in 1759. “Since many 
opposed the creation of an associa-
tion for Tunisian music, they bor-
rowed the name… to protect them-
selves,” Mouhli said.

The Rachidia Institute has hosted 
many of Tunisia’s top musical icons, 
including Khemais Tarnen, Salah El 
Mahdi, Mohamed Triki, Mohamed 
Saada, Saliha and Tahar Gharsa. To-
day, the institute promotes Tunisian 
music, particularly Malouf music, 

through monthly concerts, mu-
sic lessons and daily shows during 
Ramadan.

“The Rachidia Institute used to 
organise monthly concerts for Tu-
nisian music in addition to provid-
ing music lessons but in the past 
years, it started developing its own 
projects to digitalise and document 
Tunisian music. It has also been 
working on launching branches in 
many other cities as the Rachidia 
aims to preserve Tunisian music,” 
Mouhli said. “The Rachidia Institute 
preserves Tunisian traditional mu-
sic but also invites musicians to ex-
change Arab and international musi-
cal heritages,” he added.

“Our focus is Malouf music, which 
originated from many styles includ-
ing Sufi music, Andalusian influ-
ences and Tunisian soul. The most 
important thing that occupies us is 
how Malouf music can be incorpo-
rated in musical shows that can be 
appealing to young people.”

While Rachidia entertains fans of 
the Malouf style with monthly con-
certs throughout the year, it treats 

medina-goers to daily music shows 
celebrating refined traditional music 
during Ramadan. Mouhli also said 
Rachidia has taken a pivotal role 
in reviving interest in the medina, 
which its inhabitants previously 
deserted for the city’s newer neigh-
bourhoods.

“It was almost empty,” Mouhli 
said, “There was a group of intellec-
tuals who realised that the medina 
could only be brought back through 
reviving the cultural life of the city. 
Only culture can bring back the city 
and bring back its visitors and inhab-
itants.”

He added: “The Rachidia Insti-
tute was one of the institutions re-
sponsible for the cultural revival of 
the town. In this sense, we decided 
to create a special programme for 

Ramadan. The idea is to revive the 
old city within the cultural centres 
and outside. We also encourage per-
sonal initiatives from people who 
want to introduce the heritage of 
their regions.”

Hosted in a traditional house in 
the Medina, the Rachidia is perfect-
ly positioned to connect with the 
medina’s cultural heritage.

“The cultural revival of the medi-
na helped (the city’s) economic life 
by bringing energy and vitality to 
the old town of Tunis…,” Mouhli 
said, “The goal is to safeguard the 
artistic taste, familiarise the archi-
tectural treasures of the old city, im-
prove the economy and ultimately 
bring back the value of the old city.”

The institute hosts hundreds of 
visitors who sip tea and sing along 
to traditional music during Rama-
dan concerts. It is an opportunity for 
visitors to enjoy the beauty of the 
medina and for locals to reconnect 
with their heritage

“There is always a bridge between 
the past and the present,” said 
Mouhli, noting that the institution 

was equipped to host modern mu-
sic. “The idea is that these buildings 
attract young Tunisians. All these 
corners of the medina have a certain 
appeal to them. Tunisians should 
come and enjoy the medina for what 
it really is.”

With gigantic chandeliers hang-
ing from carved, glass-decorated 
ceilings and tile-woven floor, the 
Rachidia building is a testament to 
the wealth and beauty of Tunisian 
architecture.

“These concerts around here in 
the medina are unique,” said Mouh-
li. “What we have in the medina 
is not folklore but it is about re-
turning to our roots and show the 
real old Tunisian art stripped of 
all the elements that destroyed  
its authenticity.

“This is what marks Ramadan 
in the medina. What unites peo-
ple here in the medina during the 
month is their love for tradition.”

Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and 
Culture contributor to The Arab 
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Back to roots. Musicians perform during a show inspired by the music of late composer and cofounder of the Rachidia Institute, Khemais 
Ternan.                                                                                                                                                                              (Rachidia’s facebook page)
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Off-limits. A video grab shows Tunisian actor Dhafer L’Abidine 
during his appearance in Ramez Galal’s latest show “Ramez 
Underground.”            (MBC Masr)


